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.-.. ■ UNESCO'S BOOK -DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME FOR AFRICA

; In February 19&8, Unesco launched a coordinated.Book Development

Programme:for African-Member States through a Meeting of African

Experts in Accra, Ghana. The meeting drew up a long term plan and

established targets for the provision of both text and general books

up to>-1980. Two. major recommendations suggested the establishment of:

l) National Book Development Councils with the aim of coordinating

efforts .-towards the improvement of national book industries and

to advise the Governments on suitable-action, particularly the

incorporation of book industries.into overall national development

planning. ...

2). • Regional ;,Book Development Centres, to provide permanent training,

facilities.for publishers, printers, artists and distributors

and to undertake research on problems common to countries in a

given region.

The.meeting has been followed up by several missions. At the joint

request of Mali, Niger, the Ivpvry Coast and Senegal, a consultant,

examined during May - July 1970- the possibilities of establishing.a ■

Regional Centre in one of these countries and investigated possible

sources, of cooperation and.assistance. As a result of this mission, the

Ivory Coast has indicated its readiness to host the Centre and a request

for appropriate Unesco action will be made.

Sierra Leone requested a consultant mission to assess the situation

on writing, production and distribution of books and to suggest to the

Government a long term plan for book development, including the

establishment of a National Book Development Council and its costing.

This mission was concluded in June 1970 and a detailed workplan was

submitted to the Government.
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During the recent Unesco General Conference, the Hon. Minister of

Education for Sierra Leone expressed his strong desire to have a Regional

Centre for Training and Eesearch in Book Development established in

Freetown, and he intends to submit a request to Unesco for a regional

mission to pave the way for this Centre. He emphasized the necessity

for a permanent facility for research and for the training of personnel

of book industries. The Minister made the point that only two such

Centres - one each for French and English speaking Africa, as recommended

in Accra - were not sufficient for the continent; the English speaking

part alone would need two centres. He suggested there might be one for

East Africa, where there is a tendency towards an expanding economic

community, and another, to be placed in Freetown, for Sierra Leone,

Liberia, Nigeria, Ghana, Gambia and Cameroon. Another request to host

a Centre for this region has been announced by Ghana.

A further mission was undertaken to Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania,

Kenya and Ethiopia (September - October 1970), its main results being
that National Book Development Councils will soon be opened in Ghana,

Nigeria and Kenya. Ethiopia and Tanzania are also considering the

establishment of such Councils.

The Mission found that the biggest problem in these countries

was the training of personnel of their book industries. It was felt

that the occasional regional training courses organised by Unesco - for

instance the two held in Addis Ababa (1969) and Kinshasa (1970) - were
not sufficient to remedy the drastic lack of knowledge and skills and

that training efforts ought therefore to be institutionalised. It was

the overall opinion that it was inadvisable to link these institutions

to French and English speaking areas, as such a distinction would be

arbitrary and would not take actual affinity into, account. It was

pointed out, however, that for practical purposes where training is

concerned, the language problem could not be neglected, since no given

region has one common language. The East African countries, therefore,

suggested the establishment of a Regional Training and Research Centre

for the three countries of the East African Community (Kenya, Tanzania,
Uganda) to be'used also by Zambia, Somalia and Ethiopia. It was thought

that good facilities could be offered by Kenya and, in fact, a request

for such a Centre has been received from this country. The EGA

secretariat suggested that Unesco should explore the possibility of

building this Centre on existing facilities in Nairobi (Polytechnic
Institute). This will be done.

Main problems of book development in Africa * .■

The book situation in African countries is indicated by two ■

phenomena; " ' ''' ... . ^

l) The countries depend to too great ah extent on book imports. Firstly,

imported books are not generally suited to the needs of African

readers, particularly new literates and children. Secondly, book

imports absorb foreign exchange, whereas a developed national book

industry would save that money thus contributing to the national

income.
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2) The second phenomenon is the fact that book development has mainly

been equated with textbook development while the development of

■ non-textbooks has been largely disregarded. Most countries have

therefore established machinery for the provision of textbooks and

their textbook situation is, if not fully satisfactory, at least

• ' under control. ■■ No such planning or provision exists in the field of

general books.

However, the tremendous education efforts, especially the literacy

campaigns, create a large mass market of new readers which is constantly

growing.' These new readers are potential book consumers. The. absence of

follow up reading material, in addition to other factors, such as lack

of incentives and employment, puts new literates in danger of relapsing

into illiteracy. (This is a process already being observed in many
countries. One authority on the subject made the statement "Literacy

campaigns ultimately produce illiterates").

■ It is therefore high time to pay as much attention to the adequate

provision of general books, suitable for the hew literate mass audience,

as has hitherto: been given to textbooks. This requires rethinking and

a- new approach'to book problems in developing countries.

Khat is a suitable' book for a new literate? t

Governments and educators, in a laudable effort to enlighten people,

understandably tend to promote books of a rather sophisticated level.

This is acceptable for textbooks but it is doubtful whether it is

acceptable for general books too. Textbooksvare unavoidable for education

they are subsidised or provided free of charge, and they are used under

permanent supervision of teachers. They are needed, but not designed to

create love of books or to instil sound reading habits.

The situation is- entirely different where non-textbooks are concerned:

they have to be bought. In the long run, books for the new mass market

cannot be subsidized. They will find buyers and readers only if they are

within the financial reach of these poor audiences and.if they are geared

to their comprehension and taste. It would be a vain effort to try to

make this new potential audience buy books which one may wish them to read

but which are, in fact, not even appreciated by the average reader in

highly developed countries. Writing and publishing of books for the new

literate masses must therefore be planned realistically and canno.t be

based on wishful thinking. •

The taste of the average new reader does not develop while he

becomes literate; his vocabulary remains limited, his intellectual horizon

is' still narrow, his comprehension and receptivity are not different from

those of an illiterate. Much as one may hope that his reading habits may

develop his interest to learn more through books for which he has to pay,

one must realize clearly that it would be impossible to force him to pay

for a book which he himself has no desire to read.
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. Consequently the first target must be.to maintain readership, the

second-to develop reading habits. Tha first, task therefore is to make

sure that people read at all and. that, they have access to reading material

relevant to their interests and daily life.. The level of books for the
new literate mass audience may be high provided-that, this does not prevent

sales- . Books of thia particular type, however, do not yet exist; it

requires research to develop them*

Who will provide these books? ■ ■. • ■ .

As Governments'.production facilities are fully needed for the

planning and production of textbooks, it cannot generally be expected

that Governments will.also undertake the provision of general books.

Since, however, +.ho adequate provision of general books must be geared

to that of textbooks- it follows that Governments will use the help

of the private sector to solve this important task.-

• In African countri-as the- non-textbook industry is either .non

existent orj3till in a very rudimentary stage. It is in the interests

of the countries for both economic and material, reasons to encourage

the growth .of sound national book industries. Apart/from material

assistance, Governments will have tc formulate their policies, identify

ing long-term aims as a guide line along which private industries may

develop.

Book industries consist -of many professions which all contribute to

the production and diffusion of books: writers, editors^ artistsj

suppliers of pamper, equipment, ink, glue, cloth, lead, etc.; -publishers,

printers, booksellers, wholesale agents, librarians, bibliographers.

All these professions have to cooperate closely-an-d-must all be developed

at the same time. Coordination, is., therefore, .essential and the :.

achievement of it must be the prime aim of the National Book Development

.Councils, as recommended by the Accra,meeting. .

Book development as part of commurications policy. . ...

Book development planning cannot be isolated from the planning of

overall mass communications policy, of which books form only a part.

The book will undoubtedly retain its role as a basic'tool in

education and as-a- repository.of knowledge even in an era of rapid

transition from oral tradition to the use of electronic media. Research

is still required tc determine the right proportion for the use and

effect of new and traditional mass media. There will be re-orientation

in the proper use of .the media, but'it is unimaginable that any new

medium will rale out the book, On the contrary books are, for example,

needed as auxiliaries for television programmes and .the demand- for books

has increased Eirice television was introduced.
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fchile the emphasis given to the development of individual media

may vary from country to country depending upon political and social

objectives, their multiplicity will certainly remain unchanged, as they

* are all needed in the perspective of a stratified life-long educational

* programme.


